THE MYSTERY OF THE WORD

the concern to promote the cohesion of the faithful, the
of Israel, and much more so, its salvation. The new Israel is in
nuity with the old. In Is. 7:8 we even find the image of
to describe the relations of Sion to the new people that is
the world. For the Apostles, there was also continuity hf'tTMf"f'fT
Israel of the Second Temple and the Christian Church, for
temple had been rebuilt in three days On. 2:21). Christianity
doctrine, but a doctrine which dealt with a divine presence in a
which had always to be gathered together in unity, even
Jerusalem had not wished that her children scattered abroad
gathered under his wing (Mt. 23 :37). Right from the order
humanity, made in the image of God, to spread out over
(Gen. I :28) to the coming down of the heavenly Jerusalem
earth (Apoc. 21), this gathering together of the people ",.r"H,rI
Creator is the theme which gives the whole of the Bible its
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Thoughts on Biblical Language
The Swiss philosopher, Max Picard, in his book, The World of Silettc%!~
goes to some pains to make clear how positive is his concept, of tpi~
great and much neglected state of being. Part of his care is expend~~
on demonstrating the organic movement from silence to the worcl/!
it is the word which is the greater value because it incarnates thougp~
and makes possible the communication of thought between man a1i~
man and between man and God. The vivid and growing consciot1s~
ness which we have today of the Bible as the word of God accentuat~~
the problem of the whole complex of human words, of language •.~
which the word of revelation and salvation comes to us. It is nq~
enough that a word be spoken; it has also to be understood and thet~
are certain difficulties that prevent us from understanding the Bible;
These difficulties are summed up in the question of biblical language,
not this or that language, Hebrew or Greek, original or translation,
but language itself, that human and contingent clothing in whch God's
word comes to us. For God has given us not just a set of ideas whicp
could be later expressed in any human form whatever; the language
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If is the gift of God, and we can understand the message orilym
far as we are scrupulously faithful in translating and interpreting
language.
It is here that we meet the paradox that rW1S so directly counter
our immediate reactions. The language of the Bible is so strange,
limited and particular, in a word, so specifically Jewish. Do the ·
~~icperiences of the Israel of three and four millenia ago have something
say to us today? Above all, can the language in which these
~~.~periences were expressed at that time, in that culture, have a really
.}fital influence on our religious outlook? Tbese are two parallel
'~yalities which can be neither explained nor translated away. They
: ~iinply must be accepted for the facts which they are. The fact is
fKat in revealing Himself to man God chose this people, in this precise
19yographical, social and cultural world; He sent His Son to be made
.I~esh of this people, the heir to their particular form of life; and He
'~xpressed His revelation in their language, so that through it He
' ~xed His word in a written form which was to provide the world with
' ;tdirect line of reference to Him. In other words, God's communicaI .~~on with man as we know it, and apart from any' private' experiences
'Which we have no way of gauging, is inserted into a cultural framei?rk very different, if not completely foreign to our own. It is a
~ulture in which, for example, symbolism plays a preponderant role
r~the explanation of reality. This is very unlike our civilisation which
~lses symbols as an escape from reality: see the billboards along any
modern highway. Symbolism in ancient eastern cultures was natur·~lly marked by the mentality, the experiences, the way of life which
predominated in those times among those people; they can scarcely
~8L1ch us in the same way today. Ezekiel could speak of God as the
~hepherd of His people; our image of a modern industrialist leader
l.squite a different thing. We would not find the same pleasure as the
~psalmist in the thought of oil poured over us from head to foot. The
~ihgship of God is basic to much of Old Testament thinking and
'piety; but outside offairy tales, royalty now lost all its charm in many
~buntries of the world. Again, all these difficulties are brought to
~'head in the language in which they are expressed. Words like spirit,
#ovenant, wisdom, glory, justice, even such basic terms as light and
Yfe carry a richness of meaning in the Bible which is beyond our
immediate grasp because their cultural connotations have changed so
(;:radically.
And yet this language remains the providentially chosen vehicle
through which we receive the message of salvation. It bears all the
l.harks of its time and of its insertion into a definite and limited human
history, but tllls history constitutes the substance of God's ways with
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men, the basic formulation of the pattern of salvation that exteB.~~·
from the call of Abraham to the call of each one of us to incorporati<:i~~
in the body of Christ. Our problem therefore is that of adapting otit": '~
selves and our way of thinking to the culture of a people separae<:d
from us by many centuries but with whom we nevertheless ha~~;1
something very important in common : we share in the one experiehC6';
of salvation. And that common experience can only be shared iEwe
speak the same language. Why? Once again because the experience
and the message it contains cannot be separated from the languag~'
in which they have been handed down to us. Without indulging in '
the fantasies of a theory of purely verbal inspiration, in which God
would have whispered every word into the human author' s ear"~7;:;
remains completely true to say that the language of the Bible is t~e"
language of God, and this extends to the specific terminology and'
vocabulary. The events of salvation were providentially directe~,;
by God in such a way that their expression in language would bec0m..%'
the vehicle for our faith, so that this language constitutes the north:il
,means for us to adhere to the revelation of the God who saves ' tls;'
Hence the whole complex of historical reality, of the way of thinkin~;
and acting that were specific and proper to the people of Israel, and then
to Jesus and his disciples, belongs to us as Christians, and the language .
in which this reality was definitively fixed, the particular and speci~l,
ways of speaking are intimately and ineluctably connected with 011.~'i
participation in the mystery of salvation. We are therefore very
much committed to understanding the past, not for any purely aesthetic
or archaeological reasons, but because that past is such a vital part~.~
our present existence as the people of God. We are not interested in
the past as is the scholar, for scientific reasons, but as believers, for the ,
sake of our life of faith. This means in practice that we have to deriypy
from the language of the Bible a meaning which is very Closely relate~ :
to the one it had for the people who used it so long ago. We have
somehow to bridge the enormous gap that separates us, 'psychologically and culturally, from the men of those days. This is require~r!
not by any attachment to a pseudo 'traditionalism', but to a vivid'
awareness of tradition in the proper sense: that of a living reality .
which reaches out of the past to engage our lives at this moment ah~::
fill them with the richness of its own meaning. In this case, the rich-'
ne ss is thatwnich has been instilled into the language of revelation by
God himself. ,This attitude is well characterised by the 1955 statemen~.
of the Commission on Baptism of the Church of Scotland, whic~;
declares that we must' let the Scriptures speak to us in terms of them:'"
selves, so that the word of God controls us and we do not allow our,
preconceived ideas to dictate what we get out of the Scriptures'.
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But how will this language be able to reach us and ' control us "
~eparated as we are from the concrete historical experience which it

"expresses and seeks to hand on to us? In her mission of bringing all
, men to the knowledge and love of Christ the Church has a twofold
:\,,~,ask: she has to bring them the message of salvation with the utmost
iiVdelity and she has to do it in a way that they can understand and that
, corresponds to their needs. In terms of the biblical problem this means
that she must be absolutely faithful to the inspired text and yet retain
the greatest possible connection with the language that the ordinary
}faithful use and understand. An immediate solution is often sought in
xtranslating the language of Scripture into the most ordinary and
' commonplace everyday speech. This takes a number of practical
forms which can be essentially reduced to one of the following : either
there is a ' pastoral' preoccupation-the Bible must be made accessible
~o the man in the street-or a scholarly one-we cannot cater to either
~motions or ignorance: the cold, hard philological fact is that such
~nd such a word has such and such an original meaning. In the first
case the contention is made that the language of the New Testament
for instance, is not the cultivated language of the classical writers, but a
iH,, ~pghtly elevated form of the current everyday speech of the Mediter:;~anean world; hence to capture the authentic flavour of the New
, Testament one must put its language into the current forms of our
everyday speech. Or again, in translating the terms of the Bible we
must find modern equivalents for their most ancient and basic meanings,
iiuand not retain a nomenclature pejoratively referred to as 'Bible
; ~nglish '.
,i The first of these ,attitudes fails to recognise the cultural gap that
", exists between the people of New Testament times and ourselves;
, ' the second overlooks the development and successive stages of enrich;~, went that took place within the Bible itself.
,
;:;:< (a) In announcing the good news of the Kingdom, our Lord and
tihis disciples doubtless used simple language which could be understood
,by all their hearers. Nevertheless the background of this language was
" quite special, unique even, and without this background of specifically
"Biblical culture, the language itself would have been incomprehensible.
!i,C,~t was a background impregnated with the history, institutions and
"way oflife ,of the people of Israel. If Christ compared the Kingdom
of heaven to a wedding feast and referred to himself as the bridegroom,
he was riot merely using images from everyday life that all his hearers
, fere faJJJ,iliar with frQm their own experience; he was appealing to a
'i",tradition that had been deeply inculcated into the Israelite mind by the
: prophets and which had been amply extended by rabbinic teaching.
In the Bible, the relations between Yahweh and his people are
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conceived of as those between bridegroom and bride, between
and his beloved. This is a basic aspect of scriptural thinking
reaches a summit of poetic-theological expression in, for exalrtitiHd
the Song of Songs. The whole of biblical tradition was
the atmosphere of the holy, couched in terms which were
sacred. Indeed, some words had been imbued with such rf"~Tf"","""'fi'iL.4
that they were no longer even pronounced; hence in the O'''<'.... AJ i~cC
St Matthew, written for Christians ofJewish extraction, the
not speak of the Kingdom of God, but of the Kingdom of the
a typical late-Jewish circumlocution. If we are to be faithful in
ing on the message of the gospel we must retain not merely the
sage in skeletal form; we must also translate some of this 'lr11n"" .... ""__
of the sacred. Our everyday language is simply insufficient for .thi.~i\.:
More often than not it reflects our most common experiences reduceQ.'
to their most' worldly' aspects. It is incapable of handling the richh.~~~:
of the mystery of Christ and his salvation. To bridge the gap t11~~
exists between us and the world through which revelation was given
to us we must make use of the specific language based on the hurti~B-:
experience that was the history of Israel, fulfilled and transfigureditr
Christ, relived now by his followers in his Church. Notice that itis
a question of the biblical world, biblical culture, not of a later o~~;
which grew out of this or was grafted on to it. In other words,no,
appeal is being made here for values of a lesser order, aesthetic ones,f?~i
instance. If certain key words and terms have persisted in our Englisl1:,
tradition of Bible translations, they have value only in so far as they are
faithful to the biblical ground out of which they have sprung' i~F'
would be quite useless to cling to the Authorised Version out of pre.i,
ference for Elizabethan turns of phrase. But while converting frory1:
outmoded forms of grammar and style one must by all means retaif)i
the basic vocabulary and terminology which have nothing to do with
later periods of history but which stem directly rand literally from t~~
biblical tradition itself. Without this basic and inspired vocabulary of
biblical language, we really have no language at all for delivering th;:
.
it:)
message of salvation.
(b) The urge to change certain traditional biblical expressions in
favour of ones with more' grass roots' meanings can lead to unfortull:;
ate misunderstandings which obscure the course of gradual and
harmonic development that impregnates many parts of revelation.
For within the :Bible itself there is a process of organic change that take~
place in certain'key expressions, in which an original meaning is slowly
transformed and sublimated until it reaches a degree of purity, scarcely
dreamed of by those who first used it, and which becomes clear only
in the light oflater revelation, ultimately in the light of Christ. Father
14
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~~¥n, the great French exegete, understood this very well and sPbkeof

it~~phenomenon of ' re-readings': certain important words went

~;pugh a series of interpretations which gradually transformed
't l!yir meaning, and it is the last of these interpretations which is
Ith.~ definitive one and which must decide our understanding of the
~W()rd.
~c;r \ To take an example: . the concept of wisdom runs all through the
1i:)1d Testament, but an examination of the texts, especially in their
lc}tronological order, shows a gradual yet definite change in its
;:ii1.eaning. Israel, like all ancient peoples, especially in the Orient,
0)j.lways had its' wisdom " the expression usually in a popular, easily
;.~~membered form-the proverb-of something common to human
:9..x:perience. It deals with practical solutions to the problems of life
;:atid the prudence, skill and energy to ' make a go of things', to use
0:» Aommon sense' as we would say today. Hence, in the earliest colH9ctions of sayings in the Book of Proverbs we find advice on subjects
l ~~ch as proper parental discipline, moderation in food and drink,
!"honest dealings in business, marital fidelity. Examples of wisdom in
X6ther parts of the Bible deal with craftsmanship, administration,
1'iPolitical foresight. The connection that has been established between
'.Israel's wisdom and that of her neighbours in the world of the time
;·.~.ears out the basic earthiness of the whole concept. Nevertheless
yHespite its profoundly human, universal and moral character Israelite
:w-isdom is always centred on Yahweh, the transcendent, supreme,
)'Jij-lnique and just God. And this is apparent already in the earliest
;~tage of the tradition : see for instance the constant reference to Yahweh
ill the sixteenth chapter of Proverbs. It was this characteristically
religious outlook which, while going hand in hand with the purely
human and practical one gradually transformed it, so that there is a
sonstant progression towards the idea that God alone possesses wisdom
which He communicates to men, especially in the form of piety,
!fidelity to religious practice, and in particular to the observance of the
.Law of God. In this way there is a twofold development of the
Feligious concept of wisdom: first, it becomes a synonym for personal
goodness of life and virtue, while sin is seen as the greatest foolishness,
and secondly it is gradually identified, almost personally, with Yahweh
Himself or His spirit, as the active principle of the creation and providential ruling of the world. In this second sense it provided the pas~age to the New Testament concept of the Word incarnating the
wisdom of God's plan of salvation: Logos in St John, mystery in
St Paul.
Now when our Lord and his apostles begin to use the concept of
wisdom in their preaching of the Kingdom they do not refer to its
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most primitive, earthy and practical significance, but to the mean'
had acquired through the centuries of experience and contemplatio c '
th~ part. of the people of God an~ its wis,e men. This is espe~i~~
eVIdent In a passage, for example, like Jesus parable of the ten VItgifiS"
with itsstrong.eschatol~gi~al and me.ssiar;ic i~por~. Christ is certaiilll
not commendmg the VIrgms for belng sensIble, any more thanh '
means to say that the unjust steward who falsifies his mas
accounts is' enterprising '. Such language does not do justice tot
passages whose whole meaning is that in him, in his own person
wisdom of God has appeared and is communicated to men so that t
are able to choose, :'Iith fully enl~ghtened minds and hearts the Vt~~
that ,leads to salvatlOn, are able In other words to respond toth~:
eschatological meaning of his message. In this sense even the greatS~.EI
heights of old Testament wisdom are surpassed; Christ takes thSm:
up in himself and raises them to a perfection which the men of ISf;~s¥,
could not have imagined. Nevertheless, the wisdom of Christ is .~;
profound continuity with that of Israel and is its proper perfecti9B'2
not its destruction. In him the wisdom that had traversed the 10B~r
dusty roads of time and human experience achieves the end towafg.~ ,
which God had providentially directed it from its obscure beginning~'i;r\1
it is no less wisdom for that, and must be called by its own nam.Y. }
If we fail to use the proper and traditional biblical term we run the t~~;;
of confusing a basically religious concept with something of a mU5~~
lower, or at any rate quite different order and also, most important?~1
all, failing to transmit a vital and profound element of revelatio~.)
Absence of the specific language of the Bible inevitably leads to a 10~S( i
of the message itself, with all that it includes of the provident~~V.J
ordering of things towards our understanding of the mystery ():R;
salvation.
The objection may now be raised that one ,can hardly expect t~~t!
faithful of today to insert themselves into a cultural and religi()tl~ ,
context so far removed from them, for which they have little if a~~\.·
sympathy and almost no background and training. The problem i~ ;
real but not new. There has always been the necessity, once the,
Church 'moved out of the strictly Jewish and Palestinian limits whic~ :
marked its origins, of establishing a relation between the thought and,"
language structures of the Old Testament and those of the rest of the /:
world which ,was called to share in the one redemption of Christ. '
But the solution begins to be sketched for us in the New Testament ig ',.
the preaching of the apostles to non-:Jews: they present the word ()f:
God in its proper and literal form, and they add to this an explanation
more or less developed according to the heeds of the hearers. The '
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e thing happens all through the patristic age, when even thelIl~st
lily technical theological treatises normally take the form of colli;"
taries on Holy Scripture. Our task today is not to purge or water
"Wll the specific language of the Bible in modern speech translations,
t rather to initiate the people by catechesis and preaching into a
ogressive understanding of the language of revelation itself. We
list not change the language, but learn to find within it the experience
life which it contains, to recognise the similarities it bears to our own
perience, in short to realise that the word of God is a living thing,
dressed to us as living beings. This is the function of the homily at
ass, of basic and advanced courses on the parochial level in the history
d meaning of the Bible and the language with which it speaks to us.
here must be a positive attempt at education in the proper sense of the
'\, fjrm, that is, at drawing out of the Christian people the latent capacities
t or understanding the word of God given them at baptism in the first
i) place, but also present in certain facets of their human sensitivity as
;ffiu ch: all cultural differences taken into account, there remains between
' the man of today and the man of Christ's time and of Abraham's a
strtain basic relation founded on qualities of the human mind and heart
.:\yhich simply do not change. It is to these large and universal aspects
l~f man's human and religious need that the Bible speaks, and in a
!anguage that everyone can understand given a certain clear and wellTqefined explanation and formation.
::"

/> To sum up: we are dealing with a single problem that has two
"Basic aspects. There is no point in trying to avoid the fact that our
~hristian vocabulary is quite proper and specific and is conditioned
by the course of revelation itself. It contains words, concepts, expres~ions which do not belong to any other segment of reality as we know
;tit. Our task is to adapt ourselves to this language, to become steeped
"ie the culture that inspired it under God's direction, and not to change
i~ to suit ourselves. On the other hand the language of revelation
i ~ust not be obscured by grammatical archaisms or subjected to the
;itnannerisms of an age other than our own; it must really speak to
us as men of the twentieth century. May we be spared from translations so literal or outmoded that they do violence to the sense of speech
.as we understand it today. The Douay and Authorised versions have a
certain value as literary monuments; their practical pastoral value is
rather slim. To translate the message of salvation and its specific
formulation in . words into clear and vital language that speaks to
the heart of modern men, avoiding the pitfalls of excessive literalism and off-hand paraphrasing; it combines rigorous fidelity to
the inspired · text with sensitivity for the language of today: these
17
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are the tasks of those who must present the word of God to
people.
BASIL DE PINTO,
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THE PROBLEM OF THE SERVANT SON
In the second part of the book ofIsaiah there appear four peoms UT~"~~«
by reason of their theme are commonly called the 'Songs of
Suffering Servant'. In these poems we meet a mysterious
designated as 'the Suffering Servant' or the ' Servant of Y
The study of these four sections gives rise to some difficulties.
all some critics do not agree as to the number and length of the
Others consider these poems of the Servant so different from the
of the book, even if the latter part of it, i.e. chapters 40-66, that
regard them as being of independent origin. Secondly, and no
connected with this, there is the question of who this
What does the prophet mean by this term? What does the
represent and what are the attributes and function associated with
.
Three of the Servant Songs are almost universally
being 42:1-4; 49:1-6, and 52:13-53, 12. There are only a
who exclude the passage: 50:4-9. The reasons they give for
that the word Servant does not occur in the poem, that the
of the passage is different from that of the other three and that it
only song that Seems to have influenced the surrounding
But although the word Servant is not expressly mentioned,
blance of this passage to the other poems is so great as to make
practically certain that the speaker is the same personality described
the other songs. This third passage is almost a necessary link kpt-.. ".,.
the second and the fourth poems, thus connecting the Servant's
in its further stage of persecution and suffering. A few scholars
the other hand would include a fifth Song, 61:1-3. It is true that
speaker of the fragment presents great similarities with the
, the spirit of the Lord is upon him' . . . He is ' anointed' . . .
is 'sent tO, preach to the meek'. But there are clear differences
well. Here there is a prophet who, as ifin a soliloquy, gives a
of salvation, but without appearing himself as the instrument of
realisation, as in the Songs of the Servant. Besides we cannot
here the universal mission of the Servant. The prophet is to
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